
VOLKSWAGEN VALVE SPRING REMOVAL TOOL
1. It is a must to use EYE PROTECTION when working with spring pressures.
2. Jack up vehicle using jackstands for proper support.
3. Remove the valve cover.
4. Turn the engine over until the cylinder you are removing the valve spring from has its piston at bottom dead center position.

This is easily accomplished by putting the cylinder you are working on at top dead center (as if you were adjusting the valves)
then turn the engine 90° in either direction.

5. Remove the rocker arms and pushrods.
6. Remove the spark plug from the cylinder you are working on and install the air coupler supplied.
7. With a hammer tap the valve retainer on the edge to loosen the contact between the valve keepers and the retainer.
8. Bolt on the spring removal tool with its own shaft using the same nuts which was held on the stock rocker shaft.  DO NOT

tighten the nuts all the way down, just make sure all the threads on the nuts are used.
9. Using a tire-inflating fitting, pump air into the combustion chamber through the air coupler you have already installed in the

spark plug hole.  A good sealing engine will hold air for a period of time while a bad one will require air put in continually.
10. With the two fingers of the tool on one retainer pull the handle thus pushing the retainer and compressing the spring.  With the

spring compressed use a magnet to remove the valve keepers.  Let the handle down slowly and remove the spring and
retainer.

11. To install a new spring, do the same procedure in reverse.  Be sure that there is air in the combustion chamber to hold the
valve closed.  It is helpful to use some grease on the keepers when replacing them, this keeps one keeper in place while
adding the second.
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